
Call for Posters
for students participating in the HCAIM programme in Budapest, Dublin, Naples or Utrecht

Deadline for posters: Friday, June 16, 2023

Version June 9, 2023

On 28 June 2023, the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics, Budapest University of 
Technology and Economics (BME) organises an international conference in English entitled Human-
Centred Regulated Artificial Intelligence (HCRAI). Speakers will present the draft EU AI Act, its 
objectives, structure, interpretation, available information resources and educational elements, and the 
practical actions required for AI industry stakeholders.

The Human-Centred AI MSc (HCAIM) programme (which you are familiar with) will also be introduced.
Post-presentation discussions, interactive tools and student posters (both available on a continuous basis 
during the conference), and the round table discussion at the end of the event will provide a forum for 
participants to discuss current issues related to the new EU AI Act, which is soon to be adopted.

Website of the HCRAI conference: https://hcaim.bme.hu/hcrai.

During the conference, as shortly mentioned above, we will also organise a poster exhibition for HCAIM
students, who have finished or are working on their diploma thesis or project exercise. We encourage all 
HCAIM students to share their results with those who are interested in our conference.

We ask everybody planning to prepare a poster to send an email of intent with the title/topic of their 
poster by June 13, 2023 to: hcaim@eit.bme.hu. If you have any questions, send us an email to the above 
address. More info:

1. Please use this template (credit: Christina Todorova, ESICEE): 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19eyMiMMe8C4Tma75lC8dQfGPuXMuHMW3

2. Deadline for the posters: Friday, June 16, 2023. We shall create a drive to upload the posters. It 
will be available for those who have expressed their intention by June 9, 2023 via email.

3. After a quality check – with feedback to the author(s) – we shall print and then exhibit the posters 
during the conference. We shall also publish the posters on the conference’s website.

Looking forward to your contributions, best regards,

HCRAI conference organising team
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